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WOTTON UNDER EDGE, GLOUCESTERSHIRE

Wotton is first mentioned in AD 940 when King Edmund of Wessex leased

some land in Wudetun 'a settlement in woodland' "Under-edge" appeared in

the 14th century with variations 'under-hegge', 'underidge' following. It

appears in the Domesday Book as part of the manor of Berkeley being used as

a summer residence by the Berkeleys when the Vale became too hot and

unpleasant. In King John's reign it is reputed it burnt down, but grew again

into a market town and centre for the woollen industry. The 13th century,

planned town ofJone, Lady Berkeley, with its close, regular building is inter

spersed with the older, more open, irregular part. The Chipping was the

venue for fairs and part of an area known as "Wotton Foreign" because it was

outside the Medieval town boundary! The days of stalls selling earthenware,

gingerbread, with steam swings, roundabouts, waxworks and oil lamps are

gone - a vibrant mixture ofsound, smell and colour in the days before

electricity. All this replaced with - you have guessed - a car park!

In the Market Square stands the Town Hall, originally the Market House, it

existed in 1659, over centuries being gradually repaired, altered, the once

open, pillared, ground floor enclosed by railings in 1826 and walled, in 1884.

Market Street links The Chipping to the High Street and it is here that one

finds two 16th century (or earlier) timber-framed buildings, the upper storey of

one containing a many-paned oriel window. Glass in Tudor times could only

be made in small pieces and was highly valued. Owners were known to take

their windows with them when they moved house. Both The Swan and Star

were once joined at first floor level to buildings on the opposite side of the

street. The disrepair ofsome old buildings led to their demolition, but these

were replaced sympathetically, their success gaining a European Architec

tural Heritage Award in 1975. Nearby, a cinema, the first to have movies &

talkies, is still showing the latest films.

A fine, red-brick building, The Tolsey, was the place where market tolls were

collected. The Market Court, or 'court ofpie powder' which derived its name

from the French "pieds poudreux" or dusty feet of travellers who came for the
markets and fairs. As a centre for the woollen industry in the early 18th

century Wotton had ten working mills, several now converted into homes..
Most were powered by water, except that built in 1817 by the Austins which

was steam powered and employed almost 200 people. 770 families were

dependent on the woollen trade but by 1854 only three mills remained, the
consequent hardship led to riots. Wotton has four sets of almshouses ~ the

Tabernacle, Rowland Hill, Bearpacker and Perry & Dawes. The latter were

the earliest, built in 1638 for six men and six women of good character ~ if
their behaviour proved unworthy they were deprived of "apparel, fuel and
money"! Hugh Perry's bequest of.£300 provided the first six, their design

likened by Verey to "an Oxford college in miniature". A similar bequest in

1712 by Thomas Dawes provided the wing which encloses the east side in
1723. The Rev. Rowland Hill preached fiery sermons to his large

congregations (the chapel could seat 800) and being a close friend ofEdward
Jenner, the service preceded vaccination sessions for the well-bring of his
flock. Were 10,000 vaccinated as claimed? What is known is that Edward
Jenner was a student at Wotton Grammar School ~ the Jenner Museum

Market Street
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is now ten miles distant in Berkeley. The ten Bearpacker Alms-

houses were endowed by Ann Bearpacker in 1837, one row of five

cottages for men, the other for women. Built in a Victorian Gothic

style, these have recently been renovated. Nearby was the home of

the Adey family - Under Hill House - to which More Adey retired

in 1920. He had literary connections, knowing Oscar Wilde and

the poet Siegfried Sassoon - and Aubrey Beardsley refers to the

house in one of his books.. More Adey wore a long black coat, on

the shoulder ofwhich sat a rook! Convinced his home contained

hidden treasure, workmen searched both house and gardens in

vain. In later life, believing himself to be the Queen of Sheba he

dressed accordingly - sadly ending his days in hospital. Boys were

educated at the Old Bluecoat School from 1714 until its closure in

1974 - the curriculum consisting of the catechism, prayer book,

testament, arithmetic and writing. A charity school, its name

derived from the blue coat and woollen cap with a yellow band and

boss that was worn by the pupils. Whilst a schoolmaster with the

Tabernacle and Wesleyan Chapels, Isaac Pitman was dismissed for

his Unitarian beliefs and set up a school in Bradley Street in 1836.

He invented his shorthand system a year later at his house in

Orchard Street - the boys of his school helping to stitch together

the first 1,500 copies of his book. He moved to Bath in 1839.

Cloud House (or "clud" - Saxon for cliff) is reputed to stand over

passages so tall that knights in full armour 'on prancing steeds'

could shelter from their enemies. The oldest house in Wotton

is The Ram Inn , its Deeds dated 1350, it is reputed to have

four ghosts ~ a lady with a candle, a monk, a cavalier and a

man called Tom!

Many ramblers discover Wotton for the first time on walk

ing the Cotswold Way, which runs quite literally through its

main street, and Wotton-under-Edge remains to this day a

self-contained, picturesque, old working town, which has re

tained many small family-run shops ofthe sort which are

now so rare and which cater for every interest, plus a range

of pubs, restaurants, banks and other facilities. The town's

industries today being dominated by precision engineering

and printing..

JVe are verygrateful to ASHTAVFriend, DrJMike Silvester,for allowing us to base this Town Profile on his

excellent booklet "MiUenhim Trail'. Further background information was gleanedfrom the Civic Society leaflets

-"Town Walks" -.published in 1993, 1995 and 1998..

We are indebted to artist, Barbara Miner,for allowing us to reproduce herfinepen and ink drawings ofnotable

Wotton buildings as illustrations

SPEEDY RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

Within a day of his receiving the previous edition of ASHTAV News, David Boyd of the Goring &

Streatley Amenity Society had faxed a response to the plea for information to Gill Smith at our

HelpDesk. He himself is a Committee Member of the Goring & District Community Centre which

is a registered charity, housed in a former village school. Its primary activity is as a centre for

voluntary work, including a Day Centre (which qualifies for a County Council Grant), Hospital

Transport Scheme, Helpline, Over 60s Club, Youth Club and Tourist Information Office. Space is

also let out for use by the Goring Group (voluntary) Newspaper, Adult Education, Art Club and

similar village organisations. It manages to make ends meet -just! We are very grateful to David

for his swift response and the offer of further information if needed
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APOLOGIES

January 2001 edition:

As the content of the Jan. edition was juggled electronically ~ my first attempt at using "Pagemaker" (then
zipped" by my IT literate daughter) many hyphens became misplaced! Microsoft Word is incompatible with

the Printer's AppleMac, so some articles became scrambled others disappeared altogether! In addition, the

acknowledgements to Malmesbury Town Council for allowing me to use their Town Guide as the basis for

the profile, and to artist John Bowman, whose sketch of the Market Cross was used as an illustration disap

peared. The February IT Course at Henley in Arden was instructive, but - old dogs... new tricks -1 needed

a longer course! This edition should have reached you in April - certainly by mid-March the copy was well
advanced. On the 15th March I attended a conference in London and during lunch had the misfortune to find

my head in the path of a huge, heavy, catapulted public address speaker. (Not to be recommended ~ no

wonder Health & Safety require electric cables to be taped to the floor!) The rest of the day was spent in
Casualty at UCL and it has taken many months for me to regain normal energy levels. Whilst I coped with

arrangements for the Thame Seminar and Summer Party, in addition to local responsibilities, the AGM report

of Ian Washbrook's talk weighed heavily upon me, I felt unequal to it. Gaining agreement to the use of

illustrations has caused further delay. I can only apologise to you. As you may imagine - the year has not

been as I would have wished. In recompense, this edition is thicker and we are distributing extra copies.

From Newport (Shropshire) Town council -

'We would like to thank all theASHTA V team for their hard work in organising the recent IT

course. The event was very worth while, giving consideration to very broad levels ofcompetence.

Richard Rothwell the tutor was excellent, exercising great patience with what can only be

described as a very "mixed bag' ofpeople*.

we thoroughly enjoyed our time on the course and delighted in meeting members oftheAshtav

team in the friendly town ofHenley in Arden and the beautiful setting ofArden Lawn School,

readers oftheAshtav News letter may like to know what wonderful value the course was both in

monetary and educational benefit. The food was ofthe highest standard, provided by a local

caterer and the setting ofthe old Fire station for the evening meal was outstanding, we were

both made to feel very welcome, immediately from stepping offthe train and receiving short cut

directions from the window cleaner!! Thanks once again, and ifyou should run a similar

course we would love to attend - ifyou will have us!!!

sheila Atkinson and Wendy qoodchild'

Request for advice from the Assistant Town Clerk to Shaftesbury Town Council :

"As an historic market town, Shaftesbury is experiencing great problems with traffic

congestion and parking, particularly in the narrow High Street. I would be grateful if

you could let me know whether any of Ashtav's other member towns have reported

parking problems and would be especially interested to hear how any may have solved

this modern day problem. Any help you are able to give would be appreciated"

Signed: Mrs. S.J. Stride

Hopefully Shaftesbury will receive many responses to this request - please write inl
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MAKING HISTORY ACCESSIBLE
THE REFORM ACT 1832

THE ACTS & THE TOWN &. COUNTY SURVEYS, MAPS/PLANS ON CD

Our Vice chairman recently received a floppy disc from "richcow". The disc has been prepared

principally for use in upper schools and universities, but contains a wealth of material of direct

interest and fascination to those with an interest in local history.

It encompasses the entire texts, town descriptions and 400+ town and county maps or plans that

were collected to enable the reform acts of 1832 to be produced, making it a complete snapshot of

the British Isles in 1831. Up until now this information has only been available in the archives of

major libraries, and even then examination was not encouraged due to the use of poor quality paper

and hasty printing, plus the sheer volume of data and size of many of the plans made reproduction
prohibitively expensive.

A list of the towns was attached, and the following were gleaned at a quick glance as perhaps being

of interest to members :-

Durham; Frame; LJchfield; Stroud; Wells; Cirencester; Evesham; Kidderminster; Malmesbury;

Pembroke; Rye; Whitby; Andover; Banbury; Bath; Buckingham; Cheltenham; Devizes; Great

Marlowe; Worcester, Lancaster; Ludlow; Shaftesbury; Usk; Wenlock; Wilton; York; Bewdley;

Calne; Leominsten Lyme Regis; Mariborough; Newport (loW); Salisbury; St. Albans; Tenby;

Warwick; Westbury; Woodstock; Abingdon; Bridport; Cambridge; Chippenham; Dorchester,

Gloucester, Hereford; Kendal; Lewes; Maldon; Oxford; Reading; Richmond(Yorks);

Shrewsbury; Tewkesbury; Wallingford;

A full list will be lodged with Gill Smith at the HelpDesk ~ if you wish to receive a copy of this and any

further information then telephone the HelpDesk 01926 400717.

A special offer was running for the months of June/July, but The Reform Act 1832 CD single copy is

available at the full retail price of £39.95.

WATCH OUT! WATCH OUT! NEWRULES ARE ABOUT

New rules for the handling of appeals have now been in place forjust overa yearand

DTLR have been consulting with those using the appeals system, including Developers,

Local Authorities, the legal profession, disadvantaged groups, Parish Councils and Amenity

Bodies. As you would expect there is not a consensus of view about how the new rules

are working! DTLR stress that the reasoning behind the new rules is consistent with the

Governments wish to streamline and speed up the planning system.

As far as "third parties" are concerned there does seem to be a view, shared by local

authorities, that they are being especially hampered from taking part by the very strict time

deadlines that are now being imposed. There are also increased cost implications, which

are believed to discourage disadvantaged people from participating.

The Government is currently working towards publishing a Green Paper this Autumn

concerning a review of the planning system. This too will set out how the planning system

can deliver more speedily!

Ifyou have been involved in aplanning issue recently andhave concerns about

speedofdecisions overtaking quality ofdecisions, then NOWis the time to get

involvedandget indignant

Gill Smith
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IAN WASHBROOK

Team Leader for Historic Environment at the South Gloucestershire Authority

"HOW URBAN DESIGN CAN DELIVER SUSTAINABILITY"

For his lecture to Ashtav members Ian Washbrook, B.Sc.Hons. TP., MADip.Urban Design, MRTPI, distilled
all his experience of working with particular responsibility for the historic heritage within a Forward Planning
Department. Members who attended the Goring-on-Thames Seminar will recall his presentation, illustrated

by an actual project with which he had been associated at Wokingham. At Wotton-under-Edge he touched
on his period of study at Oxford Brookes University and the application of this to a recent development at

Marshfield in South Gloucestershire. Ian firmly believes the art of 'making places for people' is not just
about the way places look, but how successfully they function, and that good urban design is key to creating
more sustainable developments He kindly allowed us a copy of his slides, and we are grateful to Prof. Ian
Bentley of Oxford Brookes University and Professor Hugh Barton of the University of the West of England for

the use of illustrations from their publications. I hope I have been able to do justice to lan's fascinating and

meticulous explanation of this detailed planning process.

Ian explained that firstly one must understand the site, taking full account of its natural attributes, distinctive-
ness and constraints unique to the site and its context. There is a need to balance everyone's legitimate

objectives and an understanding of how the site is currently used/valued, In addition the wishes of the local
community should be taken into account. The development response to each site must reflect all these

aspects. He then listed fourteen issues of concern to an Urban Designer: Local Character, Setting and Site

Characteristics; Local Needs; Mixed Use; Energy Strategy; Aesthetic Quality; Energy Strategy; Move

ment, Safety, Security & Privacy; Water Conservation; Open Space & Wildlife Conservation; Development

Form; Access and Traffic; visual Delight (hard & soft landscape); Density and Compactness (walkability);

Integrated Design Strategy/Concept (layout).
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Prof.Hugh Barton - UWE

Guidance now favours mixed use developments and this calls for careful handling both within the new site

and as it relates to the surrounding area. (Ian had many illustrations of this and if you wish to have a sight of

them perhaps you should make contact with the HelpDesk) A graph was displayed which could be used to

identify compatibility, or otherwise, as follows :

\\>tf txutixf utti (sttf I)

Prof. Ian Bentley - Oxford Brookes
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Even so, one could be left with incompatible uses and this could only be overcome by detailed design work
Security is paramount and it is important to avoid ghettos of business or retired people but provide homes for
a range of different occupiers as this patrols both streets and homes in a natural ad hoc manner. The design
of homes on a square grid also gives protection to the rear of the properties.
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Prof. Ian Bentley "Responsive Environments"

Energy efficiency is of equal importance when creating the basic layout, having due regard to the direction of

prevailing winds. Here development could benefit from a band of trees, or the planting of a shelter belt, and

gains can also be made by siting properties to optimise the benefits of solar heating panels. As one might

expect, in terms of built form, terraced housing and flats (up to four storeys in height) are the most energy

efficient. Confirmation of this came from BRE research in graph form which showed a detached house

using 72 units p.a. declining through semi to terrace to an intermediate sized flat which used 30 units p.a

The microclimate of each site requires investigation and data should be obtained from the local

Meteorological Office to ascertain wind speed and direction at the nearest weather station. A 50 kph wind at

-1 degree C has six times the cooling effect of still air at -12 degreesC. Hence a need to design to keep

windspeeds below 5 metres per second. Analysis was also required of slopes, vegetation and visual, or

angle of view,

PlflnB: Sits Appraisal
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The site also requires sensitive planning so far as water is concerned. Here the OHP described in

schematic terms the piping to facilitate a reduction in consumption of "white" water (ie. water of drinking

quality) by the strategic siting of storage tanks in order to recycle "grey" water (that used for washing-up &

rain water) and also on site treatment of "black" or foul water. By keeping paving to a minimum and fitting

swales and filter strips with earthworks for improved filtration one can avoid creating landscape which

requires irrigation in the summer months. This also has the effect of conserving wildlife habitat. A slide

followed which demonstrated that in Germany these features are taken into account even in the centre of a

city like Berlin.

Members perhaps are familiar with lan's next OHP which showed child pedestrian mortality rates in the UK

compared to the rest of Europe ~ the statistics compiled In 1995 when we sadly are clearly the "leaders" ~

our figure being double that of Belgium, the Netherlands and Italy and almost double those of Greece,

France and Ireland. The following OHP illustrated the decline in the numbers of children walking to school

between 1971 and 1990. The graph for seven year olds was the most striking, a drop of 61 %. Not until

children reach the age often and eleven was the percentage less than half, indicating that 90% of children in

those age groups walked to school in 1971 compared to 52% in 1990.

Low density detached Herts.

Average net density Los Angeles

Milton Keynes Average 1990

Average density/new/UK 1981 -1991

Minimum density for bus service

Private 1960-70 Hertfordshire

Inter-war estate - Hertfordshire

Raymond Unwin 1912

Tudor-Walters 1919

Private 1980/90S Hertfordshire

Hulme, Manchester 1970s

Average net density London

Ebenezer Howard - Garden City 1898

Min.density for a tram service

Abercrombie - Low density

RIBA

New town high density/low rise Herts.

Sustainable urban density

Hulme, Manchester planned

Victorian/Edwardian terraces, Herts.

Abercrombie medium density

Central accessible urban density

Holly Street. London, 1990s

Holly Street, London, 1970s

Abercrombie - high density

Sustainable Urban

Neighbourhood (max)Hulme 1930s

Average net density Islington • 1965

Singapore planned densities 1970s

Kowloon (Hong Kong) actual

Unit No.

6

15

17

22

25

25

30

30

30

30

37

42

45

60

62

62

64

69

80

60

84

93

94

104

124

124

150

185

250

1,250

Persons oer Hectare

20

60

68

88

100

100

120

120

120

120

148

168

180

240

247

247

256

275

320

320

336

370

376

416

494

494

600

740

1,000

6,000

Urban Initiatives

Newman & Kenworthy

Sherlock

Bibby & Shepherd

Local Gov.Management Board Sus.Settlements Guide

Urban Initiatives

Urban Initiatives

Nothing gained by overcrowding

Local Gov.Management Board's Manual -state aided

Urban Initiatives

Hulme guide to development

Newman and Kenwortny

Tomorrow: A peaceful path to real reform

Local Gov.Management Board Sus.Settlements Guide

Greater London Plan

Homes for the Future Group

Urban Initiatives

Friends of the Earth

Hulme guide to development

Urban Initiatives

Greater London Plan 1944

Friends of the Earth

Levitt Bernstein Architects

Levitt Bernstein Architects

Greater London Plan

URBED

Hulme guide to development

Milner-Holland

Scoffham and Vale

Scoffham and Vale

An average dwelling size of four bedspaces has been assumed throughout this table although one should note that this is

higher than the average household size in the UK

Ian emphasized Concept Statements, Development Briefs, Masterplans and Guides should all be site

specific, Urban Design tools' through which to create better places for communities to live. They can also

assist in the process of negotiating a Section 106 Agreement with Developers in order to secure planning

gain in the shape of public transport improvements or community facilities. The Concept Statement, or Plan,

needs to set out the main design principles and quality objectives early on in the development process as in

this way it ensures design requirements are considered at the outset of the process. The detail and
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complexity will vary with the significance, size and context of the site in question, although ideally it should

be concise ~ limited to one side of A3 with diagrams and bullet points.

Local Facilities in Urban Areas: Possible standards to which all new homes should comply Prof. Hugh Barton - UWE

A balance has to be struck between gathering all the necessary information whilst maintaining the simplicity

of the technique. The aim is that it should be imaginative, positive, ambitious and practical, opening up

design opportunities. What it is definitely not is a list of dimensional standards. It is a starting point and

must not be treated as the design solution ~ it is the forerunner to a Development or Planning Brief for the

site, and is best prepared jointly between the Local Authority and the developer. The process of

consultation adds "weight" to the SPG (Supplementary Planning Guidance) as Inspectors will pay due regard

to this aspect. The initial briefing involves officers and members and this is followed by a wider and

inclusive consultation involving "stakeholders". There is a need for 'informed' discussion, with the

opportunity to reconcile conflicting views.

This simple diagram is self-explanatory:

POLICIES AND

STATEMENTS OF

PUBLIC

AUTHORITIES

\

COMMUNITY

VIEWS

ASPIRATIONS

HOUSING MARKET

FNAKCIAL FACTORS

DEMAND

LOCAL NEEDS FOR

AFFOROABIE HOUSING

PHYSICAL

CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE SITE.

SETTING AND

ACCESSIBILITY
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Ian displayed many sketch maps to illustrate the various stages in the process of arriving at a well

researched and individual Development Brief. The following typical housing development lay-out plan was

used in the Marshfieid consultation
•ou.

RP2 SITEMARSHF1ELD.

LAY-OUT PLAN FOR CONSULTATION.
OPTION 2.

--^^-^ " | "i I n H" r "" ^ j;--yY.9.tAOx

The sites (it was proposed that the development should be phased) lay between the south western end of

the High Street and the A420, within the Conservation Area. This ~ unusually perhaps - is not tightly

drawn and includes fields for 50% of the area, thus giving maximum protection from inappropriate

development. The line drawing of the High Street forms the cover of the SPG (Supplementary

Planning Guidance) adopted by the Local Authority in October 1998.

As can be appreciated from the line drawing, the centre

of Marshfieid contains many fine terraces which front the

High Street and this became an important element in the

development of the new site. The villagers were asked

what they most valued about their surroundings and mind

ful of everyone's aspirations ~ the brief in fact made pro

vision for almost double the numbers of dwellings for which

permission had originally been applied - a total of 83 units

in the first phase. As one might imagine, that caused a

few headaches for the Parish Council who had in the past

always fought to minimise the numbers of dwellings.

Comparison of the original plan above, with the final layout on the next page, illustrates only too well the

benefits that can accrue when this painstaking process is followed. Provision for the inevitable car

ownership was catered for by providing access to a garage and hardstanding to the rear of homes, through

arches or between terraces as shown below. A wide range of homes was provided, from semi-detached

(both two and three storey) to three storey terraces and flats, which rather dispels the myth that

housebuilders would have us believe, that they provide what Mr. & Mrs. Average desire.

Tony Wood, is Clerk to Sherston Parish Council in North Wiltshire and attended the October AGM. It so

happened that his Parish Council were consulting on a development very similar to the example at Marsh-

field. That site was only fifteen miles distant, but being within an adjacent county, was quite unknown to

councillors and planners alike. As a result of an approach from Tony, Ian Washbrook arranged for Sherston

councillors and residents to meet their counterparts at Marshfieid, plus the developers and some of the new

occupiers, in order to hear from all sides and learn the benefits and lessons of this well-managed and

detailed approach to change.

As mentioned in the previous edition, Ian has a young family and ASHTAV remain very grateful to him for

giving up a precious Saturday to show us that there is an alternative to identikit estates in Britain.
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Houses set forward

NATIONAL MONUMENT RECORD CENTRE
THE GALLERY

Open Wednesday - Sunday 11.00am- 5.00 pm.

Your attention is drawn to an exhibition at the NMRC, Kemble Way. (an amazing treasure-trove of

information) just five minutes walk from Swindon Station.

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT

Showing the influence of the Arts & Crafts Movement In architecture and design within
the Cotswolds and local area, from October until 13th January, 2002

From 9th February - 7* April 2002 the subject is Henry Woodyer. Gentleman Architect

The NMRCalso run lectures/courses, to receive your copy ofthis information telephone or visit

their website wivw.english-heritage.org.uk
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PYMYJK
MARK THOMAS-COLLINS, agreed to come to Wotton-under-Edge to speak to us about his
Pyrolysis Plant only to find he was double-booked ~ he had promised an outing to the cinema to
celebrate his young son's birthday! We put on record our thanks to him that he honoured his
commitment to us - and I guess the birthday group went to a later showing.

Mark gave a brief, yet clear, introduction to the disposal of waste and its elevation to a primary
concern of thinking people, governments and local authorities. Landfill sites are not only

becoming harder to find, but contaminate the land for future generations. Alternatives to landfill
include burning, or dumping at sea, neither of which are considered acceptable. Pyrolysis has
long been recognised as a promising process, but attempts to harness the technology as a

practical, viable solution have failed. It is neither new nor novel - references to it date back to

1892. It is a system widely used in industry in the production of charcoal and coke.

The pyrolysis process is often misunderstood and tends to be lumped with furnaces and incinera

tors. There is no similarity between the processes. The latter openly bum all manner of waste at

high temperatures, producing large quantities of dust, soot and other undesirable products - to be
dispersed over a large area via tall chimneys and exhaust stacks. This not only creates contami

nation, but effectively loses forever a wide range of valuable materials which could have been

reclaimed. As the Wiltshire Agenda 21 Officer, Jane Laurie, stated at a recent forum :-

"Waste is just a resource for which we have yet to find a use"

In simple terms Pyrolysis is the application of heat to a substance in order to cause decomposition.

The process takes place in an atomosphere of zero or limited oxygen - therefore burning cannot

take place. The waste is processed within an enclosed chamber where heating releases valuable

gas, leaving residual solids, and in some cases, oil. Because the entire process takes place within

enclosed chambers, there is no release of gas to atmosphere. Any contaminants produced during

the process can be neutralised or filtered out in a controlled manner. The waste will not be des

troyed, but merely recycled in a manner to produce beneficial materials as an end product

Development of a plant and associated processes have paid particular attention to both the

commercial aspects of the project and the environmental issues.

The primary aims during the development process were:

a) sorting and segregation of waste materials

b) preparation of the waste prior to processing

c) Processing of the waste by pyrolysis, i.e. no burning

d) Recovery of all or as many by-products as possible

e) Operation of the processor with minimal or zero impact upon local environment

0 Achieve all of the above on a commercially viable basis

The process had to be flexible enough to process varying quanities of dried prepared waste and be

easy to operate and maintain, with a closed loop continuous feed type of operation. Not only

should the operating conditions comply fully with all regulations of regulatory bodies, but also be

considered a "good neighbour" by the local population. It must be quiet, with neither smoke nor

odour, and no release to the environment of dioxins or other substances which might be consi

dered damaging or ecologically undesirable. Low cost equipment was also an aim, to make it

accessible to all sectors of industry, and economical to operate and maintain. The small scale,

low cost commercially viable equipment should naturally lead to waste being dealt with at local

level, thereby removing the need to transport over long distances. Where larger scale volumes

are required to be processed, the system had to be capable of linking to other modules to meet

increased demands.

PYROLYSIS = BEST PRACTICAL OPTION = BEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTION
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Those were the aims, existing plants in various parts of the world processing a variety of waste

materials were very expensive, £4 - £30 million, with a throughput so low that break-even point

was little more than a distant dream.

The Pyrolysis Process is reliant upon specific ratios in size, volume, rate of waste processed and

operating temperature. Any increase in the overall size of the processor from the optimum range

dramatically changes the balance of the process and efficiency is changed to such an extent that

the process is no longer Pyrolysis. Mark's company, EPI Ltd. had addressed these fundamental

problems in such a manner as to allow the processing of larger quantities of waste, without

changing the ratios. It has also been designed to be capable of processing different types of

waste, each with widely differing calorific values, which is helped by their ability to control both

temperature and flow rates as required. Their design is such that they maximise the re-use of any

energy or heat produced by the process. No excess heat is released to atmosphere and even the

exhaust heat from the generator is utilised in the preparation stages, drying the feed stock prior to

introduction to the main processing chambers. The temperature within the processor is between

450°and 800"c, dependant upon the type of waste being processed. At no point are the main

chambers subjected to high operating pressures as the levels are only marginally above that of

atmospheric pressure (approx. 0.5 psi). This helps to ensure the safe and controllable operation

of the plant at all times.

What are the dimensions of this magic machine? The main processor is 4m long x 1.5 m. high.

The ancillary feed mechanisms, gas scrubbers, etc. increase the overall height to around 4m.

Current capacity is set at 5 ton per hour for a single processing cell, although modifications may

well produce figures in excess of this. There are no emissions to atmosphere, apart from the

exhaust of the generator used to produce electricity - well below permitted levels. No fumes, no

smells. A building of 10m x 30m would accommodate all the main items of plant, plus control

room, leaving sufficient room to store much of the waste to be processed. Initial trials were carried

out during June/July 2000 including detailed analysis carried out both in house and in conjunction

with the H&SE Laboratories at Loughborough University.

When testing the commercial viability of the system, it must be recognised that considerable

revenue is generated from the various residual substances produced by the process, in addition to

the production of electricity, (150 kw to be deducted in each case in order to take account of the

consumption of the processor).

Six months later Mark Collins-Thomas produced an

Update, in which he reported that following a nail

biting day and night of transportation drama, the first

processor was on site in Westbury, Wiltshire. The

first trial of all component parts was a great success,

the system working in complete harmony and most

surprisingly in almost complete silence! The main

noise source being a tiny electrical cooling fan on the

main digital control panel.

The plant was in full operation, processing wood chip

at a steady rate and producing large, if unmeasured,

quantities of uncleaned gas.

As a result of their tests they have confirmed the

critical factor is related to volume of waste, as

opposed to weight. Running at approximately half

speed at a temperature of 550°c. they were able to

process approximately 41/2 cubic metres of material

per hour. Dependent on density and moisture content

this translates to approximately 31/2 ton of wood chip

or over a ton of lightweight MSW Flock per hour.

Early indications suggest this throughput is only being
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limited by the input mechanisms and feed hoppers. Gas production is not dissimilar from landfill
gas. Mark likens their situation in March 2001 to a chef in a new kitchen. He has all the

equipment and all the ingredients, but needs to establish the basics ~ What mix? How long in the
oven? The best temperature? Would a few pinches of this or that improve the final result?

Trials are still proceeding in Westbury and Mark hopes to arrange a viewing day early in the New
Year.

Please contact the HelpDesk if you wish to receive further information as Updates become avail
able. Mark may be contacted at EPi Ltd., PO Box 2970, Trowbridge, BA14 9YY:

MISCELLANY OF LOCAL NEWS

GLEANED FROM MEMBERS' NEWSLETTERS

Atherstone Civic Society in their February Newsletter lead on real progress in the Town Council's bid for

Home Office funding of CCTV - a matter on which their Chairman, Alec Chesterton, had campaigned tire
lessly for years. The change of heart at the Borough Council has been brought about through "Best Value"

which requires efficient use of resources.

It was reported that members of the Society had attended all the Issues Workshops organised by the North

Warwickshire BC to hear views on the development of the Local Plan. The Forward Planning Team

appeared genuinely open to suggestions - promotion of its fine historic buildings/heritage - building single-

person flats and executive houses - switch redundant warehousing to housing - designate a network of

Quiet Lanes - provide leisure facilities attractive to young people.

The Society reported on a lottery-funded Hatting Musical which has been written to trace the 300 year history

of the trade, beginning with the Bracebridge family to the demise of Wilson & Stafford.

A Report on Listed Buildings & Structures had been prepared by a Committee Member as part of a college

study. She had found the lack of a Conservation Officer to offer advice and maintain a watchful eye a major

setback for North Warwickshire's heritage. Report to be used to lobby the Borough Council. This need had

already been identified during Best Value discussions.

Support for a Village Design Statement forthcoming from the Atherstone Town Forum - there is hope a Com

mittee will be formed in the near future.

An Indian-style Totem pole has been erected with the aid of the Lottery in the Coleshill Garden by "Face to

Face" the North Warwickshire arts project. Carved with symbols of Atherstone - adder, hat and ball - it was

annointed with red paint within a few days of its erection! Fortunately a member of the Committee was on

the spot promptly and managed to remove it prior to the paint drying.

The Society is also battling on two fronts i) to save trees along the Innage Brook - the land is contaminated

and the Council maintain it cannot be cleaned without their removal and ii) the fight to oppose the closure of

their magistrates' court. Many other local organisations maintain the consultation document was one-sided.

The Buckingham Society's booklet 2001/1 contains a detailed two page report on the procedures relating

to their Local Plan and is headed "The Local Plan - Democracy or a Fix?". Apart from commenting on the

length of time which elapsed between the Inquiry in 1993 and adoption in 1995, the representations and

responses were published in one document which was issued to interested parties free of charge. This time

around a pre-deposit Issues Paper was circulated in April 1996 inviting comments by August. The Deposit

Draft was then published in October 1998 - to cover the period 1996 to 2011. Six weeks were given to

study the document (210 pages and several detailed maps long) and responses were to be in by November

1998. The Society's reasoned response was forwarded as a complete document; however Geoff Shaw

spent a weekend disseminating the comments in order that each should be contained on a separate sheet,

as per the procedural rubric. They numbered 59 in all - fifteen in support and forty-four objections.

In September 1999 the Council's report was received and they were disappointed to find only VA comments

had been taken up. The Hearings were attended in the main by professionals representing certain groups

or developers and individual citizens were largely absent. The Inquiry commenced in January 2000 with the

intention of finishing in April - but appeared still to be running at the time the article was being written. The

point is made that the formality of the Hearing is unsettling and forbidding for the lay-contributor, however

friendly, helpful and positive the Inspector may be. Two round table discussions had taken place on "Initial

Issues" in January 2000 and "Housing Need" in the September. The writer felt that far more extensive use

should have been made of this concept. Overall his arguments had resulted in small and insignificant

changes but - is it a fix? He felt not - but it was also far from democratic. The structure of the process

makes it very difficult for the individual citizen to participate and accordingly has little chance to influence the
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outcome However, it was reported on a following page that the Inquiry Chairman appeared charmed by the
Society's impressive Town Design Statement (Buckingham sent a large contingent to Jo Rose's VDS Day) -
but will PPG3 enable the principles of sequential development and uphold the need to use previously
developed sites prior to virgin fields? That is the question to which the Society awaits an answer.
The Society is also considering the establishment of a wood beside the river to commemorate the town's
connection with Flora Thompson the author of "From Lark Rise to Candleford". A page is devoted to the
involvement of three members in 'Project Street Life" and the setting up of an alcohol-free youth bar in the
town: a further page to road traffic and the numbers of incidences of illegally parked cars, "A" boards and
bags of rubbish littering the pavements - the local Police Inspector has been requested to act.

The Corsham Civic Society's newsletter contains a potted account of the lectures enjoyed during the
preceding year, from a talk on the famous Maud Heath's Causeway; a Magic Lantern show, some slides
dating from the 17th Century; to a fascinating lecture on the history and derivation of the Wiltshire dialect. A
short report on the restoration work being undertaken in the grounds of Corsham Court under the Country
side Stewardship Scheme plus the Society's efforts to halt the proposed closure of Barclays Bank. A protest
which failed - but well worth making nonetheless if it inhibits the other three from withdrawing their presence
in the High Street. The Society's fifteen year Campaign to Reopen Corsham Station edges ever closer to
success - the SRA's decision is imminent - the County Council predicting an opening in 2002!
ASHTAV Events are advertised on the next page and a report of the six Consultation Meetings attended by
two members of the Executive Committee on the Draft Wittshire/Swindon Waste Local Plan aims to raise
members' awareness of the need to reduce, recycle. The facilitator, Alison Milward deserved a medal for
some excellent reportage on meetings that have rarely seen fewer than sixty/seventy delegates from around
the County. Two questionnaires follow on the next page - one requesting views on recycling targets and
choice of disposal methods-incineration; pyrolysis; anaerobic digestion; energy from landfill gas and the

other an attempt to obtain member's views on venues; timing of meetings; subject mix, etc. in an effort to

boost audience figures.

Crewkerne Civic Society produce a high quality, well-illustrated, booklet - the March 2001 issue includes

the Minutes of the last AGM and their Programme 2001. Yet again, three pages are devoted to the issue of
- the Local Plan - but in this instance the Society had arranged for the Conservation & Planning Policy
Manager to come and speak to members and clarify the various stages of the process! In South Somerset

duly made representations on the Deposit Draft (summer 1998) have been considered and proposed
changes recommended. These are soon to be published and placed on deposit for another six weeks and
this will present the last opportunity to make representations on the changes prior to the Public Inquiry. The

Inquiry should commence late 2001 and is anticipated to last 3 - 6 months. The Inspector will then write his

Report which, at an estimate of "four writing days for each inquiry day", should be available in late 2003.
The District Council considers the Report and publishes any Formal Modifications to the Plan, leading to a

final version of the Plan for Adoption at some time in 2004. It will be some twelve years since the new Local

Plan process started as far as Crewkerne was concerned. The process has proved excessively cumber

some, but one planning issue dear to Crewkerne hearts has been resolved due to the degree of public
support - the revoking of the extant planning permission on three acres of Bincombe Hill. These acres are

to be transferred to the Town Council as public open space in perpetuity, together with a satisfactory Design

Statement and landscaping scheme for Middle Hill.

The location of commemorative Blue Plaques is progressing well with locations agreed for thirteen - Listed
Building Consent applications have been lodged. A report of a well-attended Christmas Social ~ local

history quizz, supper, readings, followed - together with a report of the first meeting of the Society in 2001 -
two ladies, one a gifted photographer who, with Lottery funding from the Year of the Artist, is specialising in

black & white studies of local working women in Somerset, the second a gifted needlewoman who travelled

from the States to study fine art at Ruskin College Oxford and then concentrated on patchwork as her
medium, whose lecture outlined the history of the craft in the USA. An irony in the light of recent electoral

events - it was explained that American women developed block designs and named them after politicians,

thereby enabling themselves to indicate their support for individuals at a time when the vote was denied

them - stitches rather than holes counted then! Judith Gait's work was to be displayed at The American .

Museum, Claverton Down, Bath later in the year. • • ^ ■" i>-
__ | ELEVATION from CAR PARK

Reprint of Haselbury Plucknett Chapel

There are precedents - Canute built one

at Bury St. Edmunds based on design of

earlier Charlemagne one.

Since the first proof we have received Crewkeme's newsletters for June, September and December 2000!
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it's those mailing lists again - we have trouble with ours! The latter contained a report of their Heritage

Open Days during which four guided tours were on offer- all very well patronised • which enabled a visit to

be made to eight interesting historic buildings - the sixth year that the Society has undertaken this event. An

interesting application for a circular chapel in a nearby village had aroused negative press comment.

The Lichfield Civic Society newsletter of March 2001 contains a report of their 39m AGM, their Chairman
reminding them that a proposal to build a road down the Windings and across the playing fields of the Theo

logical College had prompted its formation. Although Committee members contribute enthusiastically in a

number of ways - whether through plantings, meetings, award recommendations - their key function was the

regular scrutiny of planning applications. David Duffy outlined their concern that the Committee were not

getting any younger and members may have noticed falling attendance at their meetings, although the

programme offered was wide ranging with excellent speakers. A review and evaluation of the Society's

work had taken place with a view to raising public awareness, improving advertising, broadening their appeal

and attracting new members.

An intriguing report by their February speaker, Rita McLean of the Birmingham City Museum Service

occupies the second page. The members of The Lunar Society met regularly in the latter half of the 18m
century at the home of Matthew Boulton, one of its most famed members being Erasmus Darwin. (The

Society was so named as some travelled long distances and by meeting on nights of the full moon their

journey home could be undertaken with greater ease.)

The LCS's next meeting is to be addressed by Staffordshire CC's Biodiversity Action Plan Officer, Jon Webb.

The Chairman was also glad to report that a bench is to be placed within the Millenium landscaping project

at the junction of Friary and St.John Street as a memorial to their late Chairman, Mike Tole, and the

newsletter closes with a short report on the further pedestrianisation works in the city centre, which have the

Society's support - a safer environment for everybody.

Newent Civic Society Newsletter for January 2001 also contains a Report of their November AGM from

which it would appear that they are bucking the trend - two members elected to the Committee to replace

Diana Carvalho. Later in the magazine one is able to read about the new appointees, Tim Newton and

Keith Urch. The Chair reported on the Society's activities and in particular the working relationships which

were being maintained with the Lakeside Wl, Forest of Dean Conservation Officer, the Town Council,

Chamber of Trade and Millenium Trust. Their AGM speaker was Cllr Bruce Hogan, Leader of Forest of

Dean Council whose main topic was the modernisation of local government - its main aim is to reflect the

changing role of LA from direct service provider to role of enabler. The key goals to be efficiency, trans

parency, accountability. Most importantly the scrutiny and operations functions to be separated. Consulta

tions to take place early 2001 with new arrangements coming into force in 2002. An obituary was included

to Keith Pople, an active committee member in the late nineties who, due to his enthusiasm for wine making,

had suggested Society meetings should include a convivial drink - a tradition to be continued.

Wells Civic Society have recently rejoined ASHTAV. An ever welcome event - and we were pleased to

receive the last two editions of their eyecatching newsletter Both are sixteen pages long so hard choices to

be made. The state of the city's roads is the first item - and the difficulty experienced in endeavouring to

have matters set right. "Limited financial resources'1 and "Competing Demands for the Limited Available

Finance" are the two oft-quoted reasons for deficiencies. A plea made for councillors to resist the temptation

to score party points but work together to overcome the problems. Another paragraph notes the Inquiry into

the new Draft Mendip District Local Plan was drawing to a close and that members with long memories or

good filing systems would recall the Society's 1998 Newsletter summarised their submissions.

Representations were made under fifteen separate headings, plus further correspondence, and they had

been assured these would be given equal weight to verbal submissions. The Society's grateful thanks are

recorded to one Society member who has over many years and through several public inquiries made

eloquent personal representations.

Sixteen new members were welcomed and a Report of the June 2000 AGM included information on the

weekly scrutiny of planning applications, comments being forwarded to the LA; their delight that the District

Council now appears to accept indiscriminate new house building on the edges of Wells should be resisted;

new housing restricted to brownfield sites. Their speaker that night was, in fact, the officer with special res

ponsibility for the preparation of planning briefs for the City's brownfield sites and a friendly, well-informed

dialogue developed on that highly topical subject. It was also announced that the long-awaited revised

"Schedule of Listed Buildings" had been published comprising 334 entries, their Vice-Chairman, Patrick

Brown, having made a major contribution by inspecting potential additional listings. Patrick Hopton
contributed two articles in one of which, whilst visiting New Zealand, he had recalled a cartoon which used to
hang on the wall of a teashop some sixty years earlier. The following evening his brother-in-law arrived at
their hotel with a large rectangular parcel tucked beneath his arm - a gift from one of many antique shops ~.

there within the brown paper was the selfsame picture described the previous day! An extract followed from
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"Echoes of Innocence" - a diary of a young Somerset women written just prior and during the First World
War, plus a well-documented history by Paul Fry of the Wells Methodist Church and Wells Old Almshouses.

The Winter edition plots the success of the "Wells Schools - Projects Awards Scheme - The Harry Parkes

Bequest". Thanks to considerable efforts by three members of the Exec. Committee, this scheme has been

launched. The interest accruing from this bequest is to be awarded to a pupil in each of the City's schools

who have submitted outstanding work under five headings of an essentially civic or environmental nature. An

interesting, well researched, three page history of the Parish Church of St. Thomas follows, its author having

won the Hawksmoor Medal (1998) for new architectural research from the Society of Architectural Historians.

Following a Master's degree in History of Architecture at the Courtauld Institute of Art, he is poised to revise

the Bristol volume of Pevsners 'Buildings of England". A further sixteen new members are welcomed and

there follows a four page account of a journey on the Somerset & Dorset Railway some sixty years before.

NOTE: Please keep your newsletters/magazines flowing into No. 1, Post Office Lane, Corsham, SN13OHJ.

I do hope members find them as interesting as I do. Reported involvement in various arenas act as a spur

to action for everyone else. Please pop an E-mail to Gill Smith at the Help Desk, or a quick message on the

01926 400717 answerphone to let us know whether it is an addition to the ASHTAVNews that you value, or

not

SLOWER SPEEDS INITIATIVE
The House of Commons Select Committee for Transport has announced an inquiry into "the nature and

effects of illegal and inappropriate road traffic speed in the UK", to be submitted on no more than six A4

pages of evidence prior to Tuesday, 8th January 2002, on ASCII, Word, or Word Perfect 8 format with a
single additional hard copy. Further information can be obtained on infd@slower-speeds.org.uk. The

Committee is seeking evidence on the role of local authorities, DTLR, Highways Agency, the police and

Home Office. The effectiveness of sentences for speeding offences and the impact of advertising and the

media on attitudes will also be under consideration. Gwyneth Dunwoody, Select Committee Chairman, has

Spoken of the importance of Select Committees in scrutinising Government and developing policy. Your

evidence should provide testimony of the impact of excessive and inappropriate speed in your community

and how it effects quality of life; evidence that authorities, or police, are failing to tackle the problem of

speed; if the LA is doing good work, what difference has this made to "Hveability" in the community?

EVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

From time to time local groups raise the issue of Environmental Impact Assessments (ElA's) and their

desirability for some sensitive sites. A High Court Judgement made last year could be of interest to

Societies and Councils.

The High Court quashed planning permission for a road across Bury St. Edmunds' historic water meadows.

Officers had recommended refusal on environmental grounds, but decided no EIA was needed. The

Committee then granted permission. The Judge ruled that decisions on ElA's should be taken by a properly

designated officer or by the members. His judgement related to procedure. ASHTAV members may wish

to check what procedures are in place in their areas and to examine what circumstances might justify a

demand for an EIA.

WHAT CONSTITUTES RURAL REGENERATION ?

Appeals News Editor, David Dewar has juxtaposed two interesting (and confusing) decisions, one in mid-

Suffolk and the other in Basildon D.C's area.

In the first, "rural regeneration" is served by continuation of an animal bedding and feed manufacturing

business. In the second a fish farm, extending its activities to include angling, constitutes an unauthorised

change of use.

T/APP/W3520/C/98/1010117;....118;....119 1013927/P6 and T/APP/W3520/A/98/1012052P6
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THE INSPECTOR SAYS
The following extracts are drawn from the Planning Press and are examples of recent decisions on
appeal. Members are advised to follow up in more detail cases they think may be useful to them.
We are only able to give a brief outline.

Maldon DC: Appeal against a condition

requiring occupancy by kennel worker, or

agricultural or forestry worker. LPA refusal

based on appropriately imposed condition.

Inspector's verdict: Kennels viable or could be

used for other agricultural use. Dismissed.

T/APP/X1545/A/99/1023570

Chelmsford BC: Appeal against refusal of

outline consent for housing on redundant land

research site in Green Belt. Allowed, with

conditions, including restrictions on

enlargement of dwellings, on account of

contribution to social housing elsewhere, and

improbability of other employment use, and

being less intrusive than now.

T/APP/W1525/A/99/1017496/P2

Harrogate BC: Inspector backed rejection of

an enlargement of the Palladian-style shopping

centre. The Council's Economic Development

Officer and traders supported the extension.

Inspector preferred to maintain "the interest

and quality of the townscape and to protect the

existing building and C.A. in a "healthy and

successful town centre".

T/APP/E27347A/98/1012235/P5

Stratford-on-Avon DC: Two large schemes

on greenfield sites for housing have been

rejected, on appeal, against failure to

determine. The sites had not been allocated

in emerging plans and on EIP had proposed a

reduction in housing allocation. There was no

evidence of need, and the scheme would have

been intrusive and not easily accessed.

APP/J3720/A/98/296036 and 296842

Durham City CC: Inspector allowed Listed

Building Consent for internal and external

alterations of auction room to a restaurant, in a

location suited to mixed uses.

T/APP/Z1320/E/99/1025079/P5 &

T/APP/S1320/A/99/1024277/PS

Solihull Metro' BC: Car Park Extension: The

Inspector backed the rejection by the Council

of 42% increase beyond the provision

indicated in the Local Plan, as being contrary

to provisions of PPG13.

T/APP/Q4625/A/99/1022372/P4

N.W.Leicestershire DC: Inspector allowed

the appeal against refusal to lift a Condition

that a site be first occupied by a named user.

LPA objected to unknown traffic generation
arising from speculative use of the site; but

the LPA hadnot affirmed a maximum traffic

level. T/APP/G2435/A/99/1021457/P8

Evewash BC: UPVC shop windows in

Conservation Area. The Authority refused

retention of 43 UPVCs in a shop front.

Inspector followed PPG15, saying they were

unacceptable despite the LPA's delay of a

year. Dismissed.

T/APP/N1025/A/99/1923001/P8

Wokingham DC: Secretary of State upheld

his Inspector's recommendation to refuse

permission for an undetermined application to

build houses, shops and community facilities

on a site where the developer hoped to

decontaminate and remove waste and provide

open space. The Inspector said natural

regeneration would take place and the

development would harm the rural appearance

and was not within walking distance of a

railway station, substantial employment and

shopping centres. APP/X0360/A/97/272805

Oxfordshire CC: The Inspector allowed

construction of a household waste plant that

works by anaerobic digestion with sewage

sludge. The L.A. objected that it would affect

nearby residents and not conform with policies

and was not sustainable. The Inspector

argued that burning would generate eight

times the CO2, despite HGV mileage, and that

filtration could cope with odours.

T/APP/U3100/A/GG/1019296.

Here is a Judgement of Solomon which will

become of increasing importance - what is (or

will be) sustainable?

South Hams DC: An appeal against an

Enforcement Notice to remove a lamp-post,

and against refusal of permission for a lamp

was dismissed. The Inspector said the

replacement lamp would be "large and

intrusive". T/APP/K1128/C/99/1017 0023 and

101 6749.
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Darlington BC: Inspector supported Council's

enforcement notice regarding a tennis court,

constructed at a distance from a house; the

"alien feature" is a change of use in an Area of

High Landscape Value.

T/APP/N1350/C/09/1010912

Brighton & Hove C: Retrospective consent for

change of colour on a listed building. Refused

because the colour differed markedly from

predominant ones locally and though at the

rear, was prominent.

APP/D0121/A/001042066

West Dorset DC: Conversion of pub to

dwelling. Council and Applicant disagreed

about potential earnings of the closed

premises. Inspector said asking price inhibited

purchasers and the pub an important venue.

Refused. APP/F1230/AOO/1041173 Written

Dacorum B.C: Change of use of a car

showroom to retail wine shop, or residential.

Found to be harmful to viability of existing

shops, with too much competition in the area;

inadequate parking; site within easy walking

distance of town centre at Berkhamstead,

making residential use harmful in a number of

ways, including unsatisfactory architecture and

loss of trees. Refused

APP/A1910/A/00/1040465/P7

Wealden DC: Fallback position - called in.

Brownfield site in AONB. The site is at present

in varied usage. It fails a sequential test for

housing development but intensification of

existing uses (including residential in part)

could happen. The application offered visual

improvements and reduced impact. Allowed

APP/C1435/V/00/000120 Inquiry. This

situation could arise in vast numbers.

Everything depends on the interpretation of

improvement and quality.

Trafford Metropolitan BC: In the High Court a

decision was made affecting a Conservation

Area. The Council had issued an Enforcement

Notice over a demolition order on an extension

exceeding the consent granted. An Inspector

allowed it. The Council's challenge concerned

how the CA was viewed; it wanted the Area to

be viewed as a whole. The Judge took the

view that what mattered was the view of the

CA to someone walking around, not that of a

neighbour. But he asserted that policies were

not weakened nor a precedent set. He was

satisfied the Inspector had taken the impact of

the building fully into account. CO/2283/99

Cheltenham BC: Town centre enhancement

- called in. On the former Flowers Brewery

site in the CA. Demolition and mixed use

redevelopment were allowed as it complies as

closely as possible with the sequential test.

Car parking provision was reduced.

Competitor schemes elsewhere had been

shown to be "only marginally viable". The

Minister considered the Brewery site could be

a catalyst for other sites and a major

contribution to regeneration. Conditions were

imposed on floor areas for A1 and A3 uses

and the multiplex cinema.

SW/P/5223/220/2 This should be of real

interest to ASHTA V. Large Victorian buildings

need to be replaced by high quality design.

Mendip DC: Hedgerow retention order

upheld. Applicant and Council disagreed

about number of species present and the

hedge is not supported by a bank along 50%

of its length, as required. But no evidence of

farm viability had been submitted to lead to

overriding of Government's Good Practice

Guide. APP/HGW/00/157. Written.

Purbeck DC: Business use of large steel

bam. PPG2 para.3.8 was cited to support a

speculative B1 re-use of a large steel bam in a

tranquil area. Inspector held, however, that

conditions on noise need to apply to specific

uses. Also that the comings and goings could

be intrusive. Refused due to impact on

character of the area.

APP/B1225/A/00/1040996 Hearing.

Mole Valley DC: Conversion and extension of

Listed Building in Green Belt. Consent was

granted for a large extension of a country

house, with the imposition of a Section 106

obligation to avoid car-usage from the railway

station. Secretary of State disagreed about

the extensions but nevertheless gave primacy

to saving a building at risk, with its historic

garden, despite Green Belt and transport

guidance. APP/C3620/V99/000021 Inquiry.

Mid-Sussex DC: New Housing in Strategic

Gap: Dismissed: 14 houses in a strategic gap

were not considered a major contribution to

local shortfall. Despite various sustainability

gains and PPG3 this application for a site both

open and developed, with a fall-back

possibility, failed for overriding strategic and

rural reasons. APP/D3830/A/1037329 Inquiry.

Many ASHTAVmembers could find this case

interesting to them. It arises in an area ofhigh

demand, and offered housing instead of commercial

buildings, but it included undeveloped land, and the

Authority and the Inspector had to balance many

considerations
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Runnymede BC: 20 Caravans in Green Belt

- Called in. Secretary of State agreed with the
Inspector that 20 caravans is a significant

development in the Green Belt. But he also

saw a lack of alternative provision. He said

that ECHU might be invoked to protect

established families, and lifted the condition

limiting the site to 10 families.
APP/Q3630/A/99/1031956. Inquiry.

ASHTAV members will not need to be pointed
to the various implications of this decision.

Foresight in District Planning is essential.

Runnymede BC: Green Belt scheme allowed

by fall back. On a site with a valid permission

for a house, but carrying a Condition, an

enforcement notice against a garage, store

and a swimming pool was held to be justified

by the review of the Local Plan. However, the
Inspector noted that, because the Enforcement

Notice had not been drawn up to include it, the

condition would lapse and deemed permission

would be held to exist for extensions to the

house which could be "immeasurably more

harmful0... than allowing the buildings to

remain, and reaffirming the condition about

permitted development rights.

APP/Q3630/A/99/1018962 Inquiry

Not a lot ASHTAV members can do about this

sort ofproblem, unless they can check the

office work! However, vetting Conditions

when they are issued would be a start.
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South Beds. DC: Leighton Buzzard Rugby

Football Club (supported by DC) sought

permission to expand sports provision in
Green Belt. Package included an enlarged

sports hall, to be used by others, which would
encourage car usage. Minister decided the

hall was not essential to the future of the club
and would be inappropriate and contrary to

sustainability objectives. Refused at Inquiry.
APP/N0020A//99/000065

Moral: both packaging and enlarging can be
challenged —even on a DC supported

scheme!

Test Valley BC: High Court Case: Residents

successfully contested perm.ission for clay

pigeon choot. The Residents Association has
won the case against the Council because

they were not notified when tests on noise
were to be carried out, and the testing of noise

nuisance was inadequate. Council conceded
these points. CO/4594/99 Expensive people

power. No details available on costs

John Bishton selects all of the Decisions

which he believes will be of greatest interest

and relevance to members.

N6>M$ FLASH
Path Chronicle, Thursday ^c^ November devoted a half-page to an article on Path

architects. Fielden, £legg Bradley (F6BA). Those of ^ou with long memories will no

doubt recall that Pichard Fielden came to Goring to speafc at our "Greenfield, Brownfield.

Vlhose Field" Seminar. F£BA's design for a swimming pool at £rewfcerne had beaten the

eden Project into second place in the "Pest Public Project Award" at the annual Property

Leisure Awards. It had also been selected b>| the Sports Lottery Fund as an example of
good practice procedure due to the extensive consultation which had been carried out with

the centre s users prior to the design stage. Perhaps our New Year ediltion will contain a

response from our members, £rewfcerne £ivic Society on the consultation process.

On a different note. F£BA's Lakeside Pesidences at the University of Aston had been

voted one of Birmingham's favourite new buildings - the design has an energy consump

tion level as low. or lower, than an^ equivalent scheme in the country (We will endeavour

to obtain F£BA's permission to print photographs of both projects in our ne*t issue).

The article concluded with the news that the^f had scooped the Industry's Best Practice

Award in the Building Awards - which are considered the Oscars of the construction

industry and in the Building Awards Archtectural Practice of the Year thef came second,

pipped to the post by Barfield fir MarKs, the designers of the London 6




